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When the industrial revolution and progressive tendencies in the nineteenth century 
influenced every sphere of life, literature could also not escape such trends. At that 
time, fiction (short story) was introduced as a new genre in literary world and soon 
it managed to generate a distinction. Like the other languages of the world, fiction 
writers of Brahui literature also effectively adopted this genre. Among the pioneer 
Brahui fiction writers, the name of Gul Bangulzai is also well known who initiated 
the fiction writing. The effects of the progressive literary movement can be seen in 
his fiction writings. Gul Bangulzai in his book of fiction, Darhd ata Guachi, 
centralized the topic on the problems of ordinary individuals and lower class of the 
region. The book was first published in 1984, thus, standing the second book in 
Brahui literature after Dr. Taj Raisani's book, Anjeer na Phul. In, Darhd ata Guachi, 
Gul Bangulzai mainly reflected the problems of village life in a unique manner. Gul 
Bangulzai skillfully identified the problems of farmers, laborers, women, shepherds, 
and gypsies. Additionally, the themes also include poverty, starvation, the hardships 
of weather, cruelties of higher class, the culture and traditions of people of 
Baluchistan, and their mentality.  The fiction also depicted the stunning natural 
landscapes of this region. In the fictions of Gul Bangulzai frustration, deprivation, 
helplessness, cruelties, and poverty are observable. However, ultimately, the 
message it conveys that after the dark night there is a dawn of new morning and hope 
which is another distinguished beauty of the fictions of Gul Bangulzai, bestows him 
a unique status in Brahui literature wherein most fictions revolves around the 
complications of village life. 
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